D
uring much of the 20th century it was widely believed that one of the significant insights of special relativity was "relativistic mass." Today there are two schools on that issue: the traditional view that embraces speed-dependent "relativistic mass," and the more modern position that rejects it, maintaining that there is only one mass and it's speedindependent. This paper explores the history of "relativistic mass," emphasizing Einstein's public role and private thoughts. We show how the concept of speeddependent mass mistakenly evolved out of a tangle of ideas despite Einstein's prescient reluctance. Along the way there will be previously unrevealed surprises (e.g., Einstein never derived the expression for "relativistic mass," and privately disapproved of it).
The Present-Day Mythology
It's easy to find dozens of physics books that discuss the relativistic mass of an object moving at speed v, namely, m r = m 0 (1 -v 2 /c 2 ) -1/2 .
(
Here m 0 is the rest mass, the mass when v = 0, and c is the vacuum speed of light. By placing the derivation of m r (v) in a section called something like "Einstein's Theory of Relativity," most of these books imply that Einstein was responsible for Eq. (1)-that's not true! Other authors are more explicit: "The mass was shown by Einstein to depend on the speed v according to …" 1 or "One of the predictions of Einstein's special theory of relativity is that the mass of a particle should longitudinal mass (m || ) was the corresponding ratio when the acceleration was in the direction of the motion. Abraham derived two rather complicated speeddependent equations for these quantities in terms of the mass "for small velocity," m 0 . These equations become equal to each other and to Heaviside's result at low speeds (m ┴ = m || = m 0 ). 7 Although linked to the specifics of the model, we already see here both the remarkable conceit of speed-dependent mass and what will evolve into today's concept of "rest mass" (m 0 ). At the time, Abraham's theory, in concert with all that had preceded it, had shocking implications and was widely discussed. Perhaps there was no such thing as intrinsic mass. Perhaps mechanics would better be considered a branch of electrodynamics. All of this was fascinating, and of course without knowing it, Abraham was setting the stage for young Mr. Einstein at the Berne patent office.
In 1904 Professor Lorentz-someone Einstein greatly admired, even revered-published "Electromagnetic Phenomena in a System Moving with Any Velocity Less than that of Light." Therein Lorentz modeled the electron as a charged sphere, which experienced a FitzGerald contraction when in motion. Aware of Abraham's results, he also produced two velocity-dependent equations for "longitudinal" and "transverse" mass. These were derived in terms of the factor (1 -v 2 /c 2 ) -1/2 , which today we represent as g . Lorentz's equations didn't agree with Abraham's; they were considerably simpler. In concise notation his transverse mass was equivalent to m 0 g, which exactly matches Eq. (1), whereas his longitudinal mass corresponded to m 0 g 3 .
In Kaufmann's experiments of 1902-1903, the magnetic force was perpendicular to the velocity, and Lorentz's transverse mass fit the data almost as well as did Abraham's. There were no experiments that could measure the longitudinal mass and it tended to simply be overlooked. Thus despite claims to the contrary, 8 Lorentz's 1904 article did not put forward a single direction-independent equation for "relativistic mass," m r (v). That concept had not yet even been articulated.
The theoretical community of Europe had spent decades with some of its best minds involved in trying to establish the remarkable thesis that inertial mass was in whole or in part electromagnetic. This they did by applying Maxwell's equations and Newton's laws surge of papers by some of the outstanding scientists of the era: G. George FitzGerald had introduced his now famous length contraction in 1889, three years before H.A. Lorentz published his similar results. FitzGerald was in communication with Oliver Heaviside, who had done some important work on the electromagnetic field of a moving charged sphere. Heaviside was a friend of Searle, who in turn furthered his analysis, producing expressions for the energy of several different moving charge distributions. These ultimately led to an equation for speed-dependent mass.
Another twist was added to the story by the Dutch physicist Hendrik Antoon Lorentz, who had been among the first to postulate the existence of electrons. His paper of 1899, "Simplified Theory of Electric and Optical Phenomena in Moving Systems," deals with aether, vibrating media, and moving ions. Nowadays it's of limited interest beyond its historical significance, so we needn't develop the logic. Comparing two material systems in relative motion, Lorentz concluded "that the same ion will have different [speed-dependent] masses for vibrations parallel and perpendicular to the velocity of translation."
The experimentalist Walter Kaufmann at Göttin-gen began his study of the speed dependence of the mass of "Becquerel rays" (i.e., electrons) in 1901. By deflecting these particles with electric and magnetic fields, and using Searle's analysis, Kaufmann found that "the formula gives the observed values quite well." 6 That aside, there was still the question of how much of the electron's mass was electromagnetic.
Max Abraham, a highly regarded theoretician, former assistant to Planck, and colleague of Kaufmann's, set out to prove that all of the electron's mass was electromagnetic. He imagined the electron to be a rigid uniformly charged sphere. To distinguish ordinary mechanical mass (m) from electromagnetic mass, he represented the latter as m. Perhaps influenced by Lorentz, Abraham (1903) defined the electromagnetic transverse mass (m ┴ ) of the electron as the ratio of the time rate of change of its momentum (i.e., the force) divided by its acceleration perpendicular to the direction of motion (i.e., the direction of the velocity). The to specific models of the electron. They knew nothing about the existence of neutrons and believed that if the electron was understood, matter in general could be understood; it was all supposedly charged. As the great genius Albert Einstein came onto the stage, two theories of the electron were competing for primacy, both leading to different "transverse" and "longitudinal" electromagnetic masses. 9 The Special Theory of Relativity Einstein's first article on relativity (June 1905) was called (in translation) "On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies." This was no ordinary paper grinding out implications of Maxwell's theory applied to some specific circumstance. After introductory comments on the shortcomings of electrodynamics vis-à-vis relative motion, Einstein introduced his now famous two postulates. Then there was the "Kinematic Part" of the paper followed by the "Electrodynamic Part," the last portion of which was called "Dynamics of the Slowly Accelerated Electron." This is the piece that we are especially interested in here.
Using Maxwell's equations, Einstein took a general approach to the moving electron, making no assumptions about its structure. Applying F = ma, he showed that a pair of velocity-dependent "transverse" and "longitudinal" mass equations could, "following the usual approach," again be derived. What he knew about contemporary European physics at the turn of the century is not clear; he rarely cited sources, perhaps because he believed the material was common knowledge. But this "transverse" and "longitudinal" terminology strongly suggests that Herr Einstein was familiar with the efforts of Abraham. One can guess that he had read Abraham's 1903 paper Prinzipien der Dynamik des Elektrons, since it was printed in the Annalen der Physik, the very journal that had already published seven of Einstein's papers (1901) (1902) (1903) (1904) (1905) 
wherein m is the electron's mass provided it "moves slowly" (and he actually used V instead of c as had Lorentz in 1899). In more concise form, the right sides of these equations become mg 2 and mg 3 . Einstein dismissingly downplayed these results, informing his reader, "with other definitions of force and acceleration we would obtain different values for the masses." Remember that Lorentz, not using the symbols m 0 or m, produced transverse and longitudinal masses equivalent to mg and mg 3 , respectively. At this point Einstein could have assumed an alternative expression for force and derived the same mass (mg) as had Lorentz; he did not! That's reasonable, as he may not yet have seen Lorentz's 1904 paper, which had been published in Amsterdam.
The technical expert third class had succeeded in showing that his new theory could produce similar results to those of Abraham's more traditional analysis, and that may well have been Einstein's only intention. To accomplish this little detour, Einstein assumed F = ma, and that unfortunate decision had the effect of impressing a kind of anisotropy on the mass. Though he could not have known it then, the fully developed relativity theory would establish that F does not actually equal ma, that F = ma is merely the low-speed approximation to a deeper truth. Newton had it right, F = dp/dt. Had Einstein begun with that and the correct relativistic form of p-which had not yet been determined-he would not have arrived at two speeddependent masses. In any event, this innocent-looking calculation would spawn the great "relativistic mass" debate that rages a century later.
Over the years, "relativistic mass" has been written in several comparable variations:
Notwithstanding all the misleading assertions in the literature, the June 1905 paper does not contain an expression equivalent to any of these; in fact Einstein never derived an equation for "relativistic mass." After all, there is no such thing; mass is Lorentz invariant. "Longitudinal" and "transverse" masses were an aberration resulting from the erroneous application to electrodynamics of an immature relativistic dynamics. Einstein never mentioned them again after August '06.
There was very little mechanics beyond kinematics in the June '05 masterpiece and so it was no surprise when, less than a year later, Max Planck, an early advocate of the new theory, began to reformulate dynamics. Starting with electrodynamics, he used a different approach to force, along with the more powerful Hamilton-Lagrange formulation. Planck arrived at an equation for the relativistic momentum (p) of a pointmass, mv(1 -v 2 /c 2 ) -1/2 , which was no longer a linear function of speed. Significantly, m, the mass of the particle, was constant and independent of direction. Of course if someone had wanted to simple-mindedly reinterpret this via Newtonian momentum, p = mv, then m r = m 0 (1 -v 2 /c 2 ) -1/2 would have jumped right out. Planck insightfully made no mention of any of this, though he surely didn't miss it.
Professor Planck's brilliant approach deeply influenced Einstein. The technical expert now second class was asked by Johannes Stark to write a review article on relativity for the prestigious Jahrbuch der Radioaktivität und Electronik (December 1907). Einstein complied, producing a long piece in which he reconstructed his (1905) moving-electron calculation, this time in the manner of Planck; that's probably when he dispensed with the "transverse" and "longitudinal" masses altogether. From then onward (even into general relativity), Einstein focused on the centrality of the relativistic equations for energy and momentum; he never again spoke of speed-dependent mass. Any experimental deviation of the electron's motion from classical analysis was to be understood in terms of those equations; mass was invariant. The new dynamics comported nicely with the 1904 work of Lorentz in that both predicted the same experimentally observed motion of electrons in a perpendicular B-field, albeit from completely different perspectives (Lorentz's was always wrong, Einstein's was now right).
In 1906-1907 Planck reanalyzed Kaufmann's findings (for a fixed charge to mass ratio, e/m 0 ). Although they still favored Abraham's treatment over that of Lorentz-Einstein, the results were not conclusive. In fact, a much later (1957) analysis of all of the experiments to that date concluded that there was still no decisive determination of which of the two theories was a better fit. 10 Each of those experiments, and that reanalysis itself, all wrongly assumed that mass was speed dependent. Guided by Einstein, it can better be argued that what the experimenters actually determined was that momentum is a nonlinear function of speed.
At the end of his June '05 essay, Einstein derived the kinetic energy of a slowly moving electron in terms of m. Two years later (May '07), he derived the KE of a rigid body and got the same equation, where now "m denotes its mass (in the conventional sense)." By the end of 1907, relativistic dynamics had matured appreciably. Einstein's brief dalliance with speed-dependent mass was a thing of the past, and mass, like charge, was invariant, although not everyone noticed. To many the idea that mass varied with speed-as did time and length-had already been accepted. It is out of that mindset that "relativistic mass" would soon be conceived.
Relativistic Mass
The chemist G.N. Lewis in 1908 was likely the first person to explicitly express m as m 0 (1 -v 2 /c 2 ) -1/2 -neither Planck nor Einstein had done that. Working together and independently, Lewis and R.C. Tolman (1908) (1909) (1910) (1911) (1912) 11 set out to derive the speed-dependent equations for mass exclusively from dynamics, and thereby give the theory a much stronger mechanical footing. Their approach, which considered various kinds of collisions, has become fairly standard. It's often been repeated and varied in the decades that followed. Max Born used a similar analysis in his influential book on relativity (1920). 12 Longitudinal and transverse masses arose from defining force as mass times acceleration. By contrast Lewis and Tolman defined force as the time rate of change of momentum. Unfortunately (overlooking Planck's advance), they simplistically assumed that momentum was, as ever, just p = mv. This conjecture they combined with the two laws of conservation of mass and momentum, applied in a manner consistent with the Lorentz transformations. In that way they derived a single directionally independent expression for speed-dependent mass, namely, m = m 0 (1 -v 2 / c 2 ) -1/2 . Bolstered by the fact that it was identical to the Lorentz "transverse mass," this expression found immediate acceptance. Even so, Einstein (1907) had already pointed out that "the law of the constancy of mass applies to a single system only when its energy remains constant." In other words, mass is not independently conserved, as Lewis and Tolman had assumed.
We don't know who christened it relativistic mass; it may have been Born (1920), but it wasn't long before m r (v) = m 0 (1 -v 2 /c 2 ) -1/2 was codified as a central result of the new theory. That legitimization was furthered by the famous 1921 Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften article written by a young graduate student named Wolfgang Pauli. 13 Ironically Einstein never actually derived m r (v), never wrote it in any of his papers, and never discussed it in any public forum for which there is a surviving record. 14 Yet "relativistic mass" became a part of "Einstein's dynamics," in spite of his unwavering, albeit silent, disapproval. Perhaps not wanting to call attention to his own dalliance with speed-dependent mass (1905), throughout his career he avoided the issue entirely. When (e.g., in 1917) he discussed the ongoing b-ray experiments, it was in terms of their confirmation of the relativistic "law of motion," not m r (v).
In 1948 Einstein privately cautioned in a letter that "[i]t is not proper to speak of the mass M = m(1 -v 2 / c 2 ) -1/2 of a moving body, because no clear definition can be given for M. It is better to restrict oneself to the 'rest mass,' m. Besides, one may of course use the expressions for momentum and energy when referring to the inertial behavior of rapidly moving bodies." 15 What he was saying was that rather than associating g with the rest mass, thereby creating a speed-dependent mass, one should have redefined momentum as p = gmv, whereupon the old standby p = mv is just the low-speed approximation. There would then be one and only one mass (equivalent to the speed-independent "rest mass," or "proper mass," or "invariant mass"). Alas, by the mid 20th century the myth that Einstein's Special Theory embraced the fantastic notion of "relativistic mass" had become well established, regardless of the great man's intentions.
